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the driver supports ipv4 and ipv6. on this driver, the default
packet demultiplexing method is still the tso, but the tso is
not used by the driver. the driver may need to use the xso
which is not supported by this driver. in addition, for this
driver, the default packet demultiplexing method is
switched on. this driver supports iwlwifi . if you use the
iwlwifi, please ensure that the support of your wireless card
or your environment has not been disabled. the rt5390r
driver supports the ralink rt5390 device. this is a marvell
chip with very low power consumption. the chipset is
available on the massive number of cheap tp-link usb
wireless adapters and some other adapters based on the
csr chipset. supported hardware driver version support
firmware 1.8
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